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I ‘C’ you
There is a cataclysm going on.
No candy canes or cake, not a crumb.
No food but cabbage, on a calendar.
Take a pic of this chewed up poison gum!
No activities but canoeing on cold cabbage.
The man who causes this doesn’t care.
He claims all the food is his.
He quotes “Touch my food, I dare!”
One casual camera sniffed his food
He said “Touch it, you're a man!”
He carelessly touched his ‘loot’.
He was catapulted with a catapult to another land.
The story is cryptic, it doesn’t say a lot.
It makes people feel the opposite of calm.
This is the thing that caused the land to crumble.
Everything turned into a crisp, first was a palm.
As a basketball was passed,
The game was cancelled
He said the game was canceled in a creative way
And he didn’t catch it at all.
Noah

.

Marvin’s Adventure!
One day there was an eraser and his name was Marvin. He went
to the beach. He found a beautiful seashell in the ocean. Then
Marvin walked and walked until he tripped on a rock. There was
a big crab and he didn't look very friendly. Then the crab ate
Marvin!
Clara
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Alyssa’s Haikus
Negative
We can all like things
I am me and you are you
We follow our brands

Positive
Don’t need to follow
Have your own beautiful style
You are very unique

W
Wiger is my white wolf
The world is where I will live
William is what I want for my child’s name
What I want is a watch
Winckle wumble lives wight next to Wiger’s house
Winckle wumble went to my party
A wock is what William gave me
I love my Wiger, my white wolf
A watch is what I am I weally want
Walking with Wiger the wolf
Wiger waves his white wobbly tail
Wiger went with his wife to Western Europe
William learned his wolf Wiger’s name
Why did William go to Western Europe with Wiger and his wife?
William woke up on Wednesday but why? Instead of going to work he
went to a Wiger honeymoon
I wished Wiger had kicked out William for going to Western Europe
with his wife
William was married without bringing his father to Western Europe
William’s wedding was a disaster. They only ate watermelon and
drank water watermelon juice and watermelon wine.
Matthew
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M by Marco
Marco and Matthew made a mad maze!
We have done enough

Halloween

W for the whale in the arctic sea
Who weeps at the world
For causing all this wind of trouble
Which we can’t bear to Witness
The winds of trouble
We can’t stand to listen to what we have caused
We’re too stubborn
Wake up and realize what we have done to the world.
-

Afraid and scared
Haunted houses
Sweet and sour
Chips and chocolate.
Candy
Alyssa

Karen

Haiku
Pasta delicious
Pasta love raviolis
Love tortellini

What is happiness?
1. I am happy about food. I really
like pasta
2. Happy about my family
3. And friends
4. My teachers for helping me
learn comprehension
5. My home
6. My health
7. My bed
8. Nature so I could breathe
9. Laughter
10. TV so I could watch what I
want

By Marco

Matthew
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I Say Aloud

by Noah

I stand for my family’s peace,
Because there is always a solution,
And people’s happiness,
Because no depressed person makes someone out there feel happy,
I wish for no rush, no pressure, no time limit
And for peace.
I want to change the bad things in the world, like racism and sexism,
And the world and its people problem’s,
Because no problem makes people feel good.

What is Happiness?
Love
Respect
Chocolate
Smiles
Laughter
A great family
Food
Friends

I stand up, wish for and want
happiness
I do not stand for people being
mean
And when they get into fights.
I wish people were not mean and
cheating on tests
I want to change the President of
the USA because I do not like
Trump

Max

Kayla

Syllables about me
5. My name is Ira
7. I like to play with my dog
5. Don't like go to school
Syllables about freedom
5. Freedom means you're free
7. Can do whatever you want
5. You can stay up late
By Ira
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Dear earth
I remember a time when I got stung by a hornet 4 times in a row.
To help nature don't litter and don't mix up the recycling with the garbage.
I'm

sorry that there are wars like North Korea and Japan or Korea and U.S.A.

We need to save the trees and plant more. Don't destroy them. Help them.

sorry

I'm
that people don't care about what they do in the world.
We need to save nature like no graffiti on buildings or walls. It just makes it ugly.

We need to help the world by…
Not littering and doing graffiti.
You can help the world by donating something you don't use.
Help the world by not driving and texting.

To help the environment you can….
Pay attention to water.
You can help by turning your lights off and opening the blinds when there is sun outside.
You can pick up your dog poo. It just take a second.

yours sincerely,
Ira

B
I make baked blue cookies.
There are bullies in the best school.
I love blueberries!
I don't like bananas.
Becky is not a bully.
I have a bag full of the best books in town.
I have the best baked bread.
Kayla
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Dear Earth,
We are trying to fix this problem. From the poisoned waters to the extreme climate change to the trees being
cut down for money and paper. Everything. The Amazon Desert used to be a rainforest. But now it's a desert.
All because of us. If this continues in the next couple of generations, we’ll all be extinct. A lifeless planet. Like
Mercury and Jupiter. They probably have a different story. This story was happy, until some stupid person
found fossil fuels for the first time. Now look where that lead us. We could go back to the old days, where
subsistence was a commonly used thing. This year is a perfect example of climate change and weather. How
many hurricanes have we had this year? Four that I could remember. I remember going to YCC. It was fun.
There were no fossil fuels, or wasted electricity. It was environmentally friendly. The ocean and lakes, swim
in those, not pools. Pools waste water. Why bother to go to pools? They use chemicals to clean it, which is
bad for the water and the earth. Food. It’s good, right? Well, no trees, animals become extinct, no food, WE
become extinct. The reason is, no food, no air, no life. Racism, feminism, gay rights. Whatever you're fighting
against, stop and work together to stop earth’s problem, not ours. Or we’ll turn out like this:

Work together to stop this madness. Save this
planet and along with it, our lives.
Yours truly,
Noah

I Am FROM

by Max

I am from Canada and always see the Canadian flag. I hear animals in the woods howling like
wolves.
I am from my house and in my house I have consoles and iPad, phones, WiFi, bedrooms,
bathroom, people.
I am from my yard, dog poop and chairs, barbecue, grass.
I am from my neighborhood, people and cars, homes, basketball net
I am from family, 2 brothers, mom Ivy, dad Louis, and three dogs
I am from walking my dog. That is what my dad says.
I am from my family where we have steak, sushi, lasagna, salad, chicken, matzaball soup,
potatoes, French fries, bread on Shabbat, pizza
I am from my family and we go to US, Toronto, Vermont, New York.
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Clara
I am nice and funny
I wonder if they know that there’s a bug on their head
I hear footsteps in the middle of the night
I see a unicorn in my living-room
I want to go to my room
I am nice and funny
I pretend that I can fly
I feel happy that it’s my birthday
I touch moldy pizza
I worry that I am going to be short forever
I cry because I don’t get what I want
I am nice and funny
I understand that you have pizza

Dear Earth,
Oh my gosh! I am so sorry that we hurt you so much and for so long. The really good things are
the nature, the trees, and flowers. First of all why are people cutting down the trees? They might
not know that the trees are keeping us

Alive!!!!!! And the flowers, oh the

flowers, they give us perfume without even having to buy it. So

WHYYYYYYY????? Now I will be sad because now I’m
talking about the things that people don’t know because they are so dumb
by cutting down the trees. Didn’t you go to school? You should know that they
give you oxygen. Don’t get me started about factories. They are literally killing us
with all the pollution. First, they take down the trees so that’s a red flag
for
me. When I’m older I better see trees and no pollution. And they better take care of
the animals because they are dying and going extinct.
I have some ideas to make me see more trees: use bricks instead of wood and to
stick just use mud. You could use solar technology to take out the paper. You
could use carbon to heat up your food.
I hope it will happen and that we could save the earth
Sincerely, Matthew, class 7 transition
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Grab Bag Short story
It was December 14th 2012, and Jeremy the two year old of the family was
helping his mom put up the Christmas tree. She had put the Christmas tree
carpet where she was going to put the tree up. The Christmas tree was a
bright pink color! This was their first time that they had put up a pink
Christmas tree. Jeremy thought it was cool! While his mom Caroline put up
the tree Jeremy went to go get the ornaments from last year. He opened
the box and found a spoon in the box. He went further into the box and
grabbed a blue cupcake with white sparkles everywhere. He went back into
the box and saw his favorite ornament. He grabbed it but there was only
the bottom half. He started crying. He had told his mom what happened
and his mom had suggested to look in the box for the top half and they
found it! Caroline took out the hot glue gun and glued it back together.
What a happy Christmas!
By Alyssa

Happy
My family
Love pasta, my mom and dad
Fear spiders, snakes, dark
Stop climate change and no more war
I want happiness
RDP
Marco
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I AM FROM
I AM FROM your room looking at you
I AM FROM your room and all I see is you
I AM FROM your room and I can smell you
I AM FROM your room and can taste your fear
By Tazion

Dear Earth and people,
We know what we're doing is wrong, but we are too
stubborn to change it. We're trying a little, but we
need to try harder. We know that things are dying
but some of us are dying too.
Sincerely,
What is happiness?
By Alyssa
Karen

Halloween
Creepy, scary.
Halloween is candy.
Dark and frightening
Halloween is a time to dress up
Dark
By Marco

A feeling of joy
Feeling happy.
A positive mood.
Listening to music.
Getting a full sleep so I am full of
energy.
Having my phone.
Eating pizza, sushi, pasta, shrimp.
Seeing my old friends from my old
school and my new friends.
Being with my family everyday.
Going to the mall.
Not having to run.
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cerebral palsy
by Matthew
I stand for the people
And for their fun and

who have cerebral palsy
happiness to be able to do anything that people who don’t have

cerebral palsy can
I wish for everyone to be happy if they have CP because it’s ok
And to make the people who have this be happy because I am
I want to change the

thinking about people who make fun of us because if they do
and I see them I will punch them in the face
They

don’t know what we feel and the pain and the difficulty of not being able to
do things that we want to but that we can’t.
So don’t you dare make fun of us
Medieval Hocus Pocus

!!!!!!!!!!!!!
by Noah

Back in medieval times, there were a lot of green catapults. The castle royalty lived in was BIG.
The king asked what royalty should do about the war. The jester suggested “We could catapult
banana peels and everyone will slip and bash their heads! The king replied “The catapult is a
good idea, but not the strawberry. You have been sentenced to one day in the dungeon. Take
him away.” The dungeon is really like a clasp. The jester is trapped. The king says “Any other
ideas”. The rest say “No.” The king says “Jester, ideas please.” The jester replies “What about
that rotten green poison ball?” The king says “Out goes John, out of the dungeon!” “Thank you.”
John says as he walks out gladly. The jester is lead somewhere. He asks for the umpteenth
time, “Where am I going?” The guard replies “Inside your idea.” The answer finally appears, like
he was just whacked in the face. “I’m going inside the poison ball!?” The guard says,” It took so
long for you to figure that out.” John just happened to have a banana peel in his pocket. He
throws the banana peel. The guard slipped on the banana. The jester ran for it. John and the
guard ran into a couple of daggers and they bled to death. The poison ball was catapulted and
the king’s team won. The reason is the jester’s dead body spread a disease, killing them off.
The end.

I stand for people being able to say what they think
I wish that people would stop judging others by how they look
I want respect
And honesty in the world
By Kayla
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What is Happiness?

By Max

Happiness is when people are not mean to each other because you should never fight
Happiness is when I have fun at paintballing.
Happiness is when you never give up
Happiness is when I play with my 3 dogs: Elmo, Pumpkin and Buster
Happiness is when I have fun with my family or friends like going to the movies with my dad or
out with friends.
Happiness is when I hang with Ira or Tyler doing things
Happiness is when you stand up for things and never give up on life
Happiness is when I go visit my elementary school
Happiness is when I go to the US with family and have fun because I love my family
Happiness is when I never give up on something or someone
Happiness is when I sleep
Happiness is internet and YouTube
Happiness is when I watch my favorite YouTubers like SSundee.
Happiness is playing with people on the internet like Battlefield Hardline, Gmod, Minecraft and
Mortal Combat with my brother.
Happiness is not having Trump because I do not like him.
Happiness is when I bug my brother because I like doing it.

Tyler
Helpful
Mom, Dad
Love, family and motorcycles
Fears nails, presentations
Montreal
Tyler

Halloween
iPhone, telephone
A night
Creepy and
dark
Tyler

Ira’s Stand
I stand for my family’s safety because I don't want something bad to happen to them.
I wish for no drugs in the world because if you walked by someone that was smoking you inhale
that.
I want to change the rules in North Korea.because it's not fair for them

Halloween
One dark and frightening night I got scared because Tazion jumped out and scared me.
I was afraid.
By Max
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I AM FROM
I AM FROM my bed, my room, my phone, the TV, my family
I AM FROM the pool, the trampoline, my bike, the grass, the snow
I AM FROM park, houses, trees, cars, lake
I AM FROM Kaita, Luca, Joey, Sofia
I AM FROM “Be nice”, “Don't yell”, “Do your homework”, “Make your
bed”, “Brush your teeth”
I AM FROM pasta, meatballs, chicken cutlets, cake, salad
I AM FROM Cuba, Mexico, Lake George, Niagara Falls, Mont Tremblant
By Kayla
Noah
Smart
Best friend Sara
I love video games, math, sleep
I’m scared of heights, death, Jace’s strength
I want to see Hailey’s comet, a red head, and me dyeing my hair light green
St. Georges
Noah

Clara
Funny
Mom Claudia
I love chocolate and my family and friends
I don’t like the smell of fish and lakes and roller-coasters
I want a unicorn and leprechaun and a four leaf clovers
I live in Baie d’Urfé
Clara
Alyssa
Minh-tuh, my best friend
I love to go on my phone, hangout with people,
I’m scared of sharks, spiders, snakes.
I want an iPhone X, Nike airs, a rose gold Rolex.
I live in Kirkland.
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I AM
I am Karen
I wonder when lunch is
I hear a lot of noisy teachers and students.
I see a lot of people and silly students.
I want to go to eat
I wish for food
I feel happy
I worry
I try
I am
I understand

I am an older brother and a good sport
I wonder if they will make a new Spy Kids
I hear talking in the class
I see the class working
I want to sleep
I am an older brother and a good sport

Consumers

I pretend to work for the CIA or the FBI

We buy what we wear
We try to follow our friends
We are not the same
Not everyone is free
All of us want to be free
All of us have dreams

I feel happy
I touch food when it’s lunch
I worry about my brother
I cry when I am sad

We all want something
We all have things we don't need
We are not the same
We are consuming
We have things that we don't need
We all spend our money

I am an older brother and a good sport
I understand that school is important
I say I am Christian

by Tazion

I dream of being an engineer
I try to pay attention in class

B

I hope I live to see my grandchildren
I am an older brother and a good sport

I bought bronzed blazing banana bread.

I am Marco

A bat is eating a burrito while playing bocci on the
beach.
I bake big balloon shaped bundt cakes.
Alyssa
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poem of me
I am super funny and very nice.
I wonder why they made so many religions

mad with flames coming out

I hear when people are
I see a lot of people outside in the streets
I want so many video games for my Playstation
I am super funny and very nice
I pretend that I’m a monster and devour my food
I feel my dead sister touching me
I touch my friend when I said something nice to her
I worry about my seizures
I cry when I see a sad movie
I am super funny and very nice
I understand Italian and French
I say that I want my favorite food, tortellini rose, for dinner
I dream that I don’t want cerebral palsy and seizures
I try to work hard on word problems
I hope to finish school
I am super funny and very nice
I am not evil
Because who wants to be?
But maybe there are people like that
But not me
Matthew

Clara’s Belief
I believe that people
Shouldn’t judge a book by its cover
I wish to be successful in my life
And
I want to make the world a better place
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Matthew
Kind
Parents Claudia and Robert
Family, pizza, pasta
Fears falling, seizures, big spiders
Dreams of a cure for seizure for cerebral palsy and myself being a chef
RDP
Matthew

I AM FROM
Canada, Maple leaf, people working, Green and red, clean air, thick cheesy
poutine
I AM FROM bed, tv, laptop, phone, food
I AM FROM dog toy and a soccer ball
I AM FROM a park, movie theater, McDonald’s, the mall, Aunt's house
I AM FROM John, Melanie, Nathaniel, Joshua, Alyssa (me!)
I AM FROM “Do your chores!”
I AM FROM turkey dinner
I AM FROM a cruise, Florida, Mont Tremblant, Toronto, Ottawa
Alyssa

Mystery Bag Story

by Marco

Once upon a time there was a ball that had a mind of its own.
It rolled around everywhere and it couldn’t be contained. It
rolled around the world. It went to houses and knocked over
stuff that people had. Everybody tried to catch it. The first
guy who saw it baited it into an eraser. The ball broke the
eraser and kept on rolling. The second guy who saw it
wrapped it in ribbon but it broke through. Then the last guy
trapped it in liquid glue and it stayed trapped.
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Dear Earth,
I’m sorry that what helps us out hurts you. I’m sorry our greed is more important
than your pain. I’m sorry that we take more then we need and waste it. I'm sorry we
are hurting you by driving cars so we don’t have to walk. We are stealing the fuels
just to burn it. I’m sorry that we fight for your ground. I’m sorry that we own you.
Sincerely,
Tazion

I Stand
I stand for the world
For the trees that are being cut down
I stand for the children who are in wars not because of them but because of
human hatred
I stand for the animals in the ocean and land, who accidently eat plastic
and die just because people are too lazy to throw it in the garbage!
By Karen
I AM FROM
I AM FROM my bed my TV, my couch, my table, my stairs
I AM FROM grass tree chairs driveway and steps
I AM FROM houses, block apartments and cars, streets and light)
I AM FROM family: Antonio, Luca, Nicolina, Marco
I AM FROM “Do your homework”, “Hurry up”, “Go to bed”, “Get off your phone”, “I am proud of
you”
I AM FROM Rigatoni, veal, steak, potatoes, homemade pizza
I AM FROM Riviera Maya, Mexico, Cuba
Marco

What is happiness?
Be yourself because everybody else is taken.
-
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Karen

What is Happiness?
Happiness is having family that loves you.
Happiness is air to breathe.
Happiness is churros.
Happiness is friends.
Happiness is food on the table.
Happiness is a roof over our heads.
Happiness is video games.
Happiness is education.
Happiness is health.
Noah
I AM FROM
RDP
I see cars always coming by my house
I hear the engines from cars outside
Brown blue black
I smell the food from different houses
Apples
I AM FROM grass, forest, tree, car, and street
I AM FROM grass, my patio, my pool, forest, chairs
I AM FROM houses, trees people, gardening, snow
I AM FROM Bianca, Justin, Robert, Claudia, Alessio
I AM FROM “help me dry the dishes”
I AM FROM rice, chicken salad, pasta, potatoes
I AM FROM mini golf, my sister's soccer games, and the mall
Matthew

C
Claudia’s country kitten can’t eat chips.
The cook caught the cat eating cabbage.
The cowboy copied the cowgirl.
The kid drives a car calmly while eating cake.
Clara could cook a crazy cupcake.
By Clara
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I Am Me
I am smart and kind
I wonder what is on others’ minds
I hear people laughing
I see me having a blast
I want to see my past
I am smart and kind
I pretend I am asleep
I feel like I’m seeing a 20 foot leap
I touch something rough
I worry about others
I cry when life is tough
I am smart and kind
I understand I am young
I say nothing, really
I dream something personal
I try to succeed
I hope world hunger will end
I am smart and kind
Noah

Dear future generations,
Be careful not to cut down too many trees. Be careful not to throw good food
away.
There are a lot of planet changes and the earth is getting warmer. The ice is
melting and the polar bears need the ice. There is a lot of pollution on earth.
What will happen when the world ends?
Yours, Kayla

M

by Max

Max was dreaming that Mr. Matthew went to the mailbox to get his mail and there was a
monkey munching on mushy mangoes. On Monday Max had no school because of the Ped
day. Max went to a movie that was about magic monkeys that had lot of money. Then Max went
with his mom and his brother Matthew to McDonald's and had a Big Mac. Afterwards Max went
to play Minecraft and got mad because he got mangled. The next day Tazion took Max’s money
and Max got mad and made Matthew and Marco go get the money back without bullying
because you should not bully someone.
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Dear earth and future generations,
Sorry.
Earth = life
I am sorry that people pollute the earth and do not care.
I am sorry that there is war against us and North Korea.
I am sorry that people destroy trees because we need trees to live

We need you to help the earth…. How?
You can help the earth by paying attention to water and other resources that people need
because we need earth.
You can help the earth by not taking your car or bus to work or school.
We need you to compost.
We need you to help people that need help.

The future…
In the future I hope people take care of the earth more than we do. I hope we find more life.
Sincerely, Max

T
Ten tornados take two TVs and a table.
Two Tazions, tabs, and there are takeoffs
Tazion went in one of the Tornados to save a tiger
By Tyler

Happiness
I'm happy that I have a dog
I'm happy that I go to Vanguard
I'm happy that my parents have jobs
I'm happy that I live in a house

Ira
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I am poem
I am sporty and creative.
I wonder if they will make another movie of Lord of the Rings.
I hear noises inside my head.
I see people.
I want it to be my birthday.
I am sporty and creative.
I pretend to be a policeman.
I feel happy
I pet my dog
I worry about the hospital
I cry when it's Monday
I am sporty and creative
I understand that you have to go to school.
I say to my mom that I don't want to go to school.
I dream about no school.
I try to stay up late.
I hope that school is over.
I am sporty and creative.
By Ira
Halloween

Kayla’s Poems
Me
My bird chirping
I see my house
I want to go to Italy
I am original
I feel happy
I touch my books
I worry about school
Haiku
Don’t be follower
Be the one who starts it
Be original
Halloween

Wan, green, scared, fearful
Just wan, not green.
Scary, weird,
The scary witch is weird.
Sleepy, tired

Scary, terrifying
Pitch black
Frightening, black
Haunted house
Wind

Noah
Halloween
It was a dark and stormy night.
A black haunted house with a really big family.
Inside there was a breathtakingly frightening
ghost.
BAMMMMM, killed!

Happiness is Ped days, WIFI, good food, well
cooked rice, my lizard Travis.
Happiness is my family, scouts, toys, La
Ronde, Anime and video games.
By Stanley

Matthew
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What is Happiness?
1. Pumpkin pie
2. Rainbows
3. Unicorns
4. Pom pom hats
5. Ponchos
6. Fuzzy blankets
7. Popcorn
8. Banana splits
9. Shooting stars
10. Puppies

I am From
I AM FROM Canada, trees, laughter, red,
lavender, sweet
I AM FROM TV, bed, toys, books, family
I AM FROM flowers, trees, dirt, grass,
I AM FROM pool, park, curling club, library,
Provigo
I AM FROM Mom, Dad, Alex, Nia, Lucas
I AM FROM “the wind can’t move the mountain”
I AM FROM spanakopita, moussaka, perogies,
cabbage rolls
I AM FROM Kefalonia, Greece, Florida, Cape
Cod, Sandbanks
Clara

Halloween
Dark night
Frightful and scary
by Tazion

Dear earth,
I’m sorry for taking down most of the trees everyday for paper. I’m
sorry for using vehicles such as cars, buses, planes etc...to get
somewhere. Every time we use vehicles it’s polluting gas into the
earth. Also, for littering our garbage, wasting our food when
there's people that are suffering for food. The good thing in the
world is that we're recycling-that's good because we can reuse a
product and not litter another product into you.
Regards,
Alyssa
Dear Earth
Dear earth, I am sorry for polluting you.
Dear earth, I am sorry for destroying your beautiful land, trees and the glaciers.
Dear earth, I love your animals but I am sorry we use them for food.
The glaciers are melting because of pollution,
We can help you earth by using solar power.
We can use plants instead to eat.
Yours, Marco
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MARCO
I stand for world peace
Because I want there to be no more wars or arguments between countries
I wish for there to be no more bombs going off.
And or being
made
I want to change
And live a happy life

What Alyssa Stands For
I stand for my family, friends and people that are hurt or down.
I wish that there wouldn't be any more racism in the world
And that there wouldn't be any more bullying or judging one's
looks.
I want to change all of the negative thoughts and make people
stand up for themselves and to have courage.

I AM FROM
Green
I AM FROM video games, parents, food, sleep, comfy bed.
I AM FROM trampoline, tree, net, shed, grass.
I AM FROM cars, roads, buildings, the park, trees, grass.
I AM FROM Kelly, Alexander, Jace, Noah, Ella, Liam
I AM FROM “Noah”, “Come and eat”, “Go get laundry, and put the laundry away neatly”, “Clean
the basement.”
I AM FROM churros, cookies, candy, tacos, Yorkshire puddings.
I AM FROM The hospital, DisneyWorld, La Ronde, Summit School, Vanguard.
Noah

Kind
Mom (Katia)
I love my family

I don't like roller-coasters, horror movies, and planes
I want to see Italy, a dolphin and go on vacation
I live in Vaudreuil-Dorion
Kayla
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Silly Story by Max
An old women was wearing glasses. She went to get a cupcake but she found a spoon in it so
she got mad and told the manager. The manager got her a nail file from Bath & Body Works
because he wanted to get it for her bad nails. Afterwards the old woman went to see her
grandson Bobby and they went for dinner. When they were eating McDonald’s the old woman
lost her glasses so they went to look for it and Bobby found it. A little kid took it but Bobby found
it. Later they went to a movie and the movie was 3-D and they gave out 3-D glasses. The next
day the old woman died because the nail file got stuck in her mouth when she tripped on her
glasses.
SSSSSSSS
I know a guy named Stein
Who likes to swim.
I see a snake sleeping
In a swimming pool.
There are spiders in the cereal
That are big and small.
There are scorpions on the beach
Sea dragons in the sea.
I see sadness in the Dead Sea
I see Stanley eating salt, snakes by his side.
There are sand cats wearing socks
And spiders wearing slippers
I see the way to sea but no way to space.
.
Ira

Grab Bag Short story
One day a baby got a gift card. The baby wanted to buy a camera but he needed more money. On
the camera there was a button and the baby clicked the button and it said danger. Then the baby
died because he clicked the button.
Noah

Halloween
Halloween is scary and frightening because there are green goblins and angels which are
calling in the night.

By Clara
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Matthew’s Nonsense Story
Ms. Flower was very smart and she knows a lot about computers. She even made
a computer chip. Her bed was weird because it was a kleenex box. She was
bringing her chip to her boss. Sadly she was not paying attention because she
was paying attention to a bird so she got hit by a tree so her chip fell and was
broken. She tried to fix it on the way but she could not do it so she was walking
very slowly to her desk. When she went to her desk and she just bought this x
chair she fixed the computer chip. She showed her boss and he gave her a
promotion.

Tazion
funny
my mom
I love cars
I fear Max
And being rejected
And elves
Lambo
Benz
A yacht
I live in the milky way

Halloween
by Karen
Cat, Kitten
Today is Halloween
Sweet, Yummy
I like costumes
Kitty Cat

I AM FROM

by Karen

Canada. Trees. Birds. Green
grass. Ice cream.
I am from chair, table, light, trees
I am from pool, flowers, grass,
tomatoes, bees
I am from people, dogs, more
trees, clouds
I am from mom, dad, sister, dog,
bird
I am from “take a bath”
I am from pasta, pizza, arepas,
Christmas bread with olives
I am from Venezuela, Aruba,
Spain, Montreal, Canada

Haiku by Matthew
Spending
Buying terrible
Spending, why you will be sad
Why do people spend?

Freedom by Matthew
Freedom of speaking
Talking whenever we want
Talking all the time

A man had an ink cartridge in his jacket. He took it out but his
button fell off.
By Stanley
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Freedom #2

Freedom #3

Waking whenever
Eating breakfast in morning
Eat delicious food

Is learning in math
Being funny during class
Having friends in school

Matthew

Matthew

Dear future generations,
We are sorry for all our destruction on earth like pollution, war
and climate change. We need to be careful so we don’t lose
species that we will never see. What can we do to help save the
world? We can use more solar panels on our everyday
electronics.
Sincerely,
Clara
I stand for cars
And planes and trains
I wish for a car with four wheels
And for my brother to be quiet
Tazion

First Haiku by Noah
Consumerism,
Don’t be with the giant crowd,
Be original.
Coffee Crisp by Noah
Coffee Crisp is good
Coffee Crisp has chocolate
Coffee Crisp has yeast.
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Max

DEAR EARTH
I am sorry, earth, for wasting food
We are killing animals
I wish people would not kill as
many animals

Fun
My best friends are Corey and Royce
I love sushi and video games and family
I am scared of swimming, homework and Tazion

Stanley

I want to see Tazion get a girlfriend and Trump get impeached
and no homework for a week
I live in Cote St. Luc

Story writing

by Ira

One day a spoon was walking down the road. He saw a flying saucer in the
woods. He went to check it out. Right when he got there he knocked on the
door but no one answered. However, he heard a noise coming from behind
him. So he hid in the saucer and then heard the door open. When the
spoon looked to see who was there, he saw green Zorthan. The Zorthan
saw the spoon and the spoon got so scared he screamed. The Zorthan
took the spoon by his head. The Zorthan looked him up in a room where
there were only dead animals. Two minutes later the Zorthan flew back to
its planet in space.

Haiku
Don’t need to be same
Because we are all unique
In different ways
Clara
The Letter D…by Tazion
There is a dark house down the street with the devil
in the dungeon. The devil is holding a deadly spider
down in the dungeon where he lives. The dungeon
is a very dark place and is very dangerous.
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SEIZURES
When I have a seizure it kinda feels weird. It feels like I feel my
heartbeat in my hand and I feel numb in my right tooth. If my
numbness stops, the heartbeat grows bigger and bigger. Then I have
the big seizure. If the numbness does not go away and the heartbeat is
the same I only have a focal seizure which means it is a small seizure.
One time I heard my mom screaming and calling the ambulance. It
was freaky. Now I take this medicine that doesn’t take it away but it
slows it down.
Me
Happy
Family and friends
Loves vacation, family and world
Fears small spiders, sharks, bees
Wants peace, kindness joy
Montreal
Karen

Ira
Sporty
Grandparents and parents
Hockey, skateboarding, Florida
Fears spiders, scorpions, heights
Wants no school, North Korea
gets bombed
Montreal
Ira

Haikus by Max
I buy for my dogs
I buy chew toys, food and bowls
I love my 3 dogs

I have some freedom
Like playing games on school days
Like lots of freedom

Tazion’s Story
Once there was a Tazion who asked his great
grandmother for candy. But the great grandmother gave
him a cough drop instead. The boy spat out the cough
drop. He said “WHAT IS THIS? IT’S LIKE BUCKLEY’S!!!
WHAT ARE TRYING TO DO, KILL ME!?!.”
“I know. That’s why I gave it to you,” Great grandmother
said. ;)
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What’s Important …….
I stand to help my friends
Because I care for them
I wish people would stop killing so many trees
And be better to the earth
I want to change the President of United States
And get one who doesn’t make threats.

Stanley
How I spend money
Naruto toys, dragon ball Z
I buy food and toys
And games
And especially rice.

Halloween
Scary, frightening
Carved pumpkins are scary
Cut, smiley
The pumpkins get carved
Carve

Stanley

by Sean

Halloween
Fun and enjoyable
Halloween is dark and scary
Scary and fun
Halloween is very scary
Stanley

I Stand

by Sean

I stand for black people.
Because black people are not being treated very well.
I wish for more new video games
Because I really love video games
I want to change the way I act in front of people
Because I act very silly when people are around me.

I AM FROM
I AM FROM my house, a living room. I hear my dogs barking. I see green. I smell dog. I smell
rice.
I AM FROM comfy BED, my toys, my TV
In my yard I have a big pool, big enough to swim in.
Stanley
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THANK YOU EARTH by Sean
Dear Earth,
Thank you for everything you do for us, for example: you grow trees and bushes with berries
and fruits and vegetables that we can eat, and for providing water in the ground. Thank you for
the things you provide, for example: you provide heat to keep us warm, dirt to grow our food
(plant-wise), you give us shelter to live in. Those are all the things you do for us. THANK YOU!

Happiness is the internet.
Happiness is video games.
Happiness is when I'm watching a movie with my brother alone in the basement.
Happiness is when my family and I go to La Ronde together.
Sean

The S word
My name is Stanley and I eat cereal with star wars. There was a sword in Star Wars. The S god
took the sword and the S god made a Sasuke figure. Mr. Scott came and saw Sasuke. Then
Sasuke came to life. Sasuke became my friend. Sonic ate a chili dog. The end.
Stanley

Dear Earth and people,
We are really sorry for the mess we made.
To the beautiful planet and the people and animals and plants that are soon to die.
We should do something like solar power phones. It can help us.
I like this earth. Do you like yourself or are you cold of heart?

Alex
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I AM
I am a joker and a good sister
I wonder if they will come out with Descendants 3
I see unicorns dancing
I want to go to Paris, France
I am sweet
I pretend I am always happy but I am sad
I feel sad
I cry because I am the alone girl
I am a good friend
Alex
Stanley
I have a great and nice Dad and mom
I love Anime and rice and toys
I am scared of being dead and big rats and having no food
I want to get toys, games and good food
I love living in Canada.
Stanley

Video games

by Transitions Class

Video games make you crazy

Video games are fun for some and not for others
Video games are great
There is a Playstation 4

Video games are the ‘awesomest’ thing ever
Video games are perfect. Video games are a good way to get along. Video games are unique.
Nothing like this has been invented before.

Videos games are perfect to play

I love pushing to the front in games like battlefield

Video games are life
Game are my favorite thing
Games are awesome. I like playing Minecraft
Video games= life but video games do not = death
Fun, guns, people

Video games are fun
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Alex
Happy
My grandma
I love art, YouTube
I fear my brother and my mother and clowns
I want Donald Trump to get impeached
I live In Canada

“S”
My Life
My brother plays
video games
I am petite
My favourite food is
shepherd’s pie
The world is very
very weird

Stupid snake is scared of sand.
Silver sausage sounds silly.
Swamps are so slimy.
Swords will slice stuff in seven.
I slurped soup so speedy.
Soon soda will be sticky.
The sinking sub is supposed to sink.

Alex
By Sean
Halloween
Halloween is the best party of the year.
The night sky is dark
By Alex

The Letter P by Alex

The people had a problem from the past, when the purple
princess passed. She also had a purple popular pencil
and put on purple pajamas with pink pandas. She loved to
paint puzzles in pink.
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You and Me
You are special whether you like it or not

I am a great friend.
I like to laugh.
My name is Stanley

I am the nicest person I can be.

I am perfect in every way.

I am beautiful.
I like video games and food, food tastes good.

I am funny.

I like myself
I am awesome, I am cool, sushi, life and I like playing video games all day.
I am me.
Creative
Transitions Class

There are fairies in distress and they need help.
A princess is wishing for a wallet with an apple and a pink
heart.
By Alex

What makes Alex happy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Looking at YouTube
Sleeping
Drawing
Having fun in my miraculous ladybug phantom
Reading
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FOOD …… A Class Effort
Food is yummy and sweet.

Food is everything like past.
I love sushi and pizza.
My favorite food is tortellini rosé.

I love food especially pizza.
Churros are delicious.

I love food.
I like sushi. Do you like sushi and other foods like pizza?

Food is delicious.
I love food.
I like to eat food

Chicken, waffles, chicken, waffles
I AM
My name is Sean.
Creative.
Tyler my brother.
Love video games, movies, the internet.
I fear the dark, clowns, falling.
I wish I can fly, I wish I could drive soon, wish I can be an inventor.
I live in Canada.
My name is Sean.

Haiku by Alex
Just to be cooler
I buy to fit in with them
It will destroy me
Change in People
I stand for no more bullying in school
I wish that racism is no more because people should be loved
I want to change the hearts and minds of different cultures and religions
By Alex
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Sean’s Story
One day a guy named John went to the casino and played poker with his
lucky die. He won a lot of money, but the poker table owner whose name
was Bob was not very fair. He gave John a rusty old penny. What the
owner did not know was that John put his unlucky marble in the owner's
pocket when the owner was heading home. The next day Bob found out
what was coming for him. Bob stepped on a piece of Lego. It hurt.

The World
Our world is beautiful

The world is great
The world can be a happy or mad place
The world is where I live

The world is beautiful
The world is our home

The world is where humans live
I like the world because I live in it and the word = life, not death
The world is awesome

The world is round
The world is beautiful

The world is a big place
I love the world
Written by the Transitions Class
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